10th October 2011.
No Salumet this time. The evening had begun with
rescues—two via Eileen, one a very distressed and
remorseful lady who had taken her own life and was
now just so concerned for her young children. She
now has a much better understanding of her position
and how she can be positive and watch over them. A
third rescue came via Sarah. This one was all
stressed up about the pig that was out of the pen
and thought that was still the situation. (Rescues are
available for listening to on our website:
www.salumetandfriends.org) Bill then introduced
Rudolf as we now know to be their customary
arrangement; Bill’s task being to ground the
communication as there are so many different levels
in spirit—some high, some linked much more closely
to Earth than others. Bill said that the zone close to
Earth used to be a more temporary zone but it has
become more complicated—the new energies should
be a help:
Rudolf Steiner here!—coming through again.
Lilian: Good evening!
George: Oh! That’s nice!
It is always welcoming in such circles. It interests
me that you do ‘rescues’ here. ‘Rescue’ is not so
common nowadays, but they need it—they need
mediums to come through. The astral is often a bit
confusing at a certain level. It needs more light to
shine on it on that level and then they will not be
troubled souls. They will be released from their—in
a sense they’re still asleep still. The lower levels of
the astral are in a deeper sleep—the ability to
reflect clearly is limited. But on the higher astral
levels, the ability to see clearly is like a sight—a
vision—it’s a bit blurred, the frequencies are more
blurred. But I’m beyond that, on the ascended level.
Once you ascend, then you see things totally
differently—and clarity comes, all the lives fit in,
history begins to make sense, and confusion goes.
One sees the challenges as well. The Earth is in
some ways a troubled planet. It needs to rescue
itself. The whole planet needs rescue and that is
what the highest spiritual forces wish.
George: It’s interesting that you say that history
begins to make sense. Yes, one feels there are

periods on the Earth when what is done doesn’t
seem to make a lot of sense.
Yeah, there’s progress—setbacks—progress—
setbacks. Humanity goes forward a bit, then it has
periods like the ‘Dark Ages’, where it seems to
revert backwards, and the lower annihilistic ways
of the Earth come back. Then you have a
‘Renaissance’ with a push forward towards the
realm of spirit. It’s like a magnetism, and this is an
age of being drawn back into spirit realm again—
dropping the lower physicality—the material
domination—not to be trapped by the illusion of
materialism. I tried to convey this on my short time
on the Earth. It is much—Sara: Could I ask a
question?
Yes, fine!
Sara: I feel a bit guilty asking a personal question (no
you’re not), but I know you understand about
education, and you can probably see the problems
currently in our world (big problems, yes). I’m trying
to decide whether to move my son to another
school, because he’s really unhappy where he is—
The problem is somewhat in his self as well.
Sara: Do you feel that?
So the problem may continue.
Sara: You think it wouldn’t go away.
It will not clear—it happens to everybody. If there is
an issue, it has to be resolved internally—internally
resolved.
Sara: What do you see as the big issue?
The big issue is: he doesn’t—he feels troubled by
communicating with some of the others.
Sara: Yes, yes. Do you feel it is because of—
He is trying to express himself fully with them—
young men have that issue—yes.
Sara: Is it a typical issue?
Trying to find his place in the world, isn’t it?
Sara: So, it’s a sort of growing up issue?
—Part of maturing into adulthood.
Sara: Right, so you don’t see it improving in a smaller
environment?
It depends on where you can find locally.
Sara: Yes, I see. So, if you had to look at the scenario
we have, would you advise sticking with it and
working with it?

Yes. I would say: see it as a challenge.
Sara: See it as a challenge to overcome? (Yes) Okay!
Then, you always think there’s another option.
Sometimes, the option is to overcome the situation
you’re in.
Sara: Well. That’s helpful to me, because, at least I
know we can—perhaps we can overcome it. It might
be possible.
Oh, it is not easy at any level, especially in your
modern schools. There is too much external
interference going on in their minds. They are
influenced by television, computers. And they play
these games that express—encourage an
aggressive streak, which I see as unhealthy for their
minds.
George: Yes—aggressive streak—that’s a good term
in relation to computer games.
War games—war games really, aren’t they? (Yes)—
which are allowed to be played—yeah.
Sara: It’s difficult in our environment, because all of
the boys are doing this, and the way we see it is that
if we ban it from our home, he’ll probably go to
another home to do it
A lot of the problems he has are due to these
games.
Sara: Do you think so? (Yes) Ah! Good! I can tell him
that!
I see it in his—he’s absorbed in it (right, okay!) It
can possess them, you know. It can take them over
(right). A lot of these children are overshadowed by
the characters of the games. So really they become
psyched into the games so much they develop
certain traits of the characters of the game—being
a Ninja or a soldier, and they lose their own
personality within it. That upsets me, certainly—a
great deal. They start worrying. They do not
understand the higher influence of the mental
aspect.
Sara: If we were to remove it completely, do you
think that that could help him, or do you think it
would cause more problems.
Well, he would react initially, for sure, and you will
find his behaviour a bit difficult, but it is your
challenge to consider that option.

Sara: That would probably bear the most fruit?
(Yes.) Yes, okay! I like the sound of that.
I do not like these games at all.
Sara: I don’t either.
They are poison to their minds.
Sara: That’s exactly how I feel.
And it’s like, yeah, it’s like ‘an opium’ to them isn’t
it?
Sara: The problem I see is that I don’t think he
knows anyone who doesn’t do them.
There’s an addiction issue with them. They’re
becoming addicted—
Sara: I know—horrible games—
—what I would call ‘satanic games’. I have to use
such a term because that is applicable.
Sara: Of course!
George: These are good words. These are wise
words to set down and circulate.
Sara: Yes, I’m quite happy with this. This resonates!
I am not some—I’m quite happy to express my
views on that in the strongest terms.
Sara: Good, thank you, for that!
They are dangerous and unhealthy in society,
basically.
Sara: I would agree with that.
And those in power should know this, but they’re so
weak.
George: Right, these words will be circulated to our
correspondents.
Okay, that is fine!
George: I would like to say, that I heard today—only
today, from one of our correspondents who began
his education in one of your schools.
Ah, that’s good!—yes.
George: William wrote in, and from the age of five to
seven, he was actually at one of your schools—the
one at Ilkeston, in Derbyshire.
Ah! Much has been established since my passing
over—yes. I look over them from spirit, of course.
Yes they have been very instrumental in assisting
the continuation of my work on the Earth plane,
and I thank them for that. One man cannot do it
all—only with the assistance of others can you
establish a movement—a spiritual order.

George: Yes, he has good memories of that, so I
think he had a good start in life.
But, the downside is that some of your original
teachings can get lost on the way. You cannot
continue the flow in spirit so easily. There can be
movement in certain directions. It’s a bit like trying
to tame a river, isn’t it? You can only do so much—
then it finds its own course. What I wish to do
before I go is to put down the Christos—the Christ
golden light for you—to assist you in your lives.
Lilian: Thank you!
If you wish for that, I will provide it.
Sara: Thank you.
That of the sun—the divine love of the solar Logos.
So, you will be blessed with that.
Paul: We will be very honoured.
So that is what I will do now. So just open your
heart centres to the Christos light.
George: Wonderful!
It is a beautiful light of divine celestial love which
heals and removes troubles within you. It is a cure
for many ills—yeah.
Rod: Thank you!
I wish you to share this—for it is my strongest pillar
of my teaching—the Christ impulse. I will share that
with you at this time. Okay, so I will put that down
and I will bid you a good week ahead.
General thanks
So just receive it now. I will transmit it—
transmitting!
Pause
It has been put down—yeah
Sara: Thank you.
It will protect you and guide you also, and I will
assist on the rescue issue, also—see what I can do
to help. There’s Bill again, come in there to close it
down—
Oh! I saw that—a good bit of light there, yes. Thank
you for receiving us, yes.
George: Well, thank you for coming through and it’s
been very nice again. I feel for you, in some ways.
You had difficulties at times when you were on the
Earth—when the Hitler regime—
Oh, he’s gone now—it’s Bill!
George: Oh! Bill now!

Laughter
I’ve had my troubles as well, you know, not just
him.
More laughter
George: Oh well, farewell Rudolf and Bill.
George’s Notes:
Rescues: The nature and need for ‘rescues’ is made
clearer. The majority that we receive are
insufficiently aware, or insufficiently knowledgeable,
to realise that they have passed over. They think
they are still in physical life on the Earth—yet
something is not quite right. Some simply do not
believe in any ‘afterlife’ and have closed their minds
to that possibility; these can be the most difficult.
Occasionally, we have drawn their attention to rings
on fingers or to character of hairdo to convince that
they have ‘borrowed’ the body of a medium so that
they can speak with us!
Electronic Games: Our philosopher friend provides a
powerful message from higher spirit on the
decadence of the warring / Ninja games and their
bad effect on the minds of youth.
Mind: Again the all-important nature of mind comes
to the fore. There is much value in youth guidance.
And clearly, when we pass over to spirit, the
‘rescues’ are only necessary when mind has
remained closed or has become a little lost in some
way. But such hiccups can be overcome and it seems
that the new light frequencies will assist.
Planetary Rescue: This aspect of rescue also gets a
mention; and perhaps we should think back to 1994
to recall that this was the first part of Salumet’s
mission to Earth.
Humorous note: The voices of RS and Bill are alike, so
one has to listen hard at times to know who is
speaking. Anyway, that similarity gave us a really
good laugh at the end of session!

